
Liability Insurance

In most industries where you would operate as an independent contractor, you as a business would provide
your own insurance.  That is not the precedent in pedicabbing.  Cabrio Taxi provides liability insurance for
any permitted operator who operates our pedicabs.

Please first understand that our policy covers damage you might do to others.  It does not cover damage
done to you.  If you are interested in insurance that would cover you in the case of a major occurence--
health insurance and supplemental accident insurance -- I can direct your search.

That said, we have an excellent insurance policy.  Our general liability limit is four times the minimum set
by Article 39 in the SFPD code.  You can see our limits on the attached certificate which names you on our
policy.

Keep in mind, of course, that every insurance policy has limits.

You are the captain of your pedicab.  As such, it is your responsibility to make sure your passengers are as
safe as you can make them at all times.  You do this first and foremost because it is professional and
responsible.  But you also do this because in the event of a major incident, and lawyers get involved, their
job may well be to push blame on you and us wherever they can.

Did the rider offer the seat belt?  Were all passengers properly seated in the pedicab?  Were you operating
in a safe manner?  By protecting your passengers, you protect yourself.  Rest assured that I will do my
best to defend you where you deserve defense.  But your best defense is to make safety your chief aim in
operating a pedicab.

This is not to scare you.  The pedicab industry nation wide has seen surprisingly few incidents.  The worst
incidents represented some of the worst practices in our industry -- trailer style pedicabs and untrained
riders.

When operated properly, our pedicabs are undoubtedly the safest in the nation.  We have full functioning
lighting systems, car-grade seatbelts, and powerful brakes.  (See the sheet from Main Street Pedicabs
attached.)  Moreover, with a dedicated bike lane on our main corridor, a driving culture that respects the
pedal, and low vehicle velocities, we are blessed with safer pedicab conditions than many other American
cities.

Given the bike-friendly environment you’re in, the state-of-the-art pedicabs you’re riding, and the extensive
policy that covers you, you should have little to worry about.  I simply encourage you to be vigilant that
earning potential, fatigue, or personal frustrations don’t blind what should be you first priority as a
professional: tto keep you passengers safe.


